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EVENTS & WEBINARS

Tech Day at Mohegan Sun, September 29, 2023

The Broadcom Tech Day will cover a wide variety of solution tracks that

have been grouped into two categories: Agile Operations (NetOps and

Value Ops) and Infrastructure Management & Security (AIOps &

Observability, API Management, DevOps, Endpoint Management, and

Identity Security).

The DevOps track will feature Martin Salgado, DevOps Strategist, sharing

some of the key practices that enable testing to be truly continuous,

followed by presentations on Service Virtualization, Test Data Manager and

Agile Requirements Designer. All of these presentations are designed to

help you automate the testing life cycle while balancing quality with velocity.

As an added bonus, some of our key partners will be presenting how they

can assist with implementation and support across all DevOps Products to

further optimize the testing life cycle. Don't miss out on this unique

opportunity. Register now! 

Nolio Webinar, September 21, 2023, 11:00am ET

Join Assaf Shlomi, Product Manager for Nolio, as he shares about Nolio and

its Enterprise-Grade Features.

Learn how Nolio helps to resolve many enterprise challenges such as:

Ensuring that hundreds of deployments use the right build in the right

environment.

Protecting the production environment.

Doing it one time the right way.

You will also learn how Nolio provides the ability to do repeatable

deployments using templates and deployment plans to create standard

deployments across all applications. This is known as the “Shared

Components” concept. We hope you will join us for this webinar. 

Join Us

Go from Continuous Delivery to Accelerated Delivery of your
Digital Projects, June 29, 2023

Be sure to watch the recording of the webinar that was held on June 29, led

jointly by Martin Salgado, Solution Strategist at Broadcom, Ramandeep

Bhurjee, Vice President at Cigniti and Katie Norton, Senior Research

Analyst at IDC. This webinar outlines how technology strategists and

practitioners alike can find predictable routes to successfully implement

digital transformation projects.

Listen to the Recording

TDM on the Mainframe, July 27, 2023

Be sure to watch the recording of the webinar that was held on June 27, led

by Satya Mohanty, Client Services Consultant at Broadcom for TDM, as he

explains how TDM allows users to apply Test Data Management practices

directly on the mainframe, reducing the reliance on slow, expensive Extract,

Transform and reload technologies to ensure compliance and take

advantage of fit-for-purpose test data.

Listen to the Recording

Office Hours 

If you haven’t enrolled in Office Hours, we invite you to join us for these live

events with our product experts: Register for Office Hours Now.

Product Announcements  

Service Virtualization: Introducing Service Packs

With 10.7.2, we have introduced a new patching process to receive any

support fixes that are available. For cumulative vulnerability remediations

and defect fixes, customers can apply the latest service pack. Rather than

request support for the latest service packs, we will be posting the updates

on this page. Having a single page to pull patches should make it easier to

manage your environment and access the latest support and security fixes

as needed.   

Agile Requirements Designer 3.4, upcoming release

We're excited to offer you a preview of what's to come for Agile Requirement

Designer 3.4, which includes several valuable new features. One notable

feature is the ability to store automation configurations in the ARD Hub,

simplifying collaboration and centralizing management. In addition, ARD 3.4

introduces auditing of ARD Hub operations, increasing transparency. We

have also worked to speed up the solution and optimize data. In addition,

ARD 3.4 will include several other enhancements aimed at streamlining

processes and increasing overall productivity. Stay tuned for the official

release announcement coming out in the next quarter. 

Blogs & Assets

“How ARD Helps DevOps Realize Its Full Potential”, Blog by
Sachin Srivastava, Client Services Consultant with Broadcom

Around two decades ago, organizations began turning to agile

methodologies like Scrum, Kanban, and Lean in a bid to improve their

development processes and deliver better software products faster. The

advent of agile approaches has indeed proved to be a boon for software

teams as they respond to the changing needs of projects and stakeholders.

Read the Blog    

“The Roadmap to Accelerated Delivery: Harnessing DevOps
and Continuous Delivery for Digital Projects”, Blog by Cigniti,
Strategic Partner with Broadcom

Software testing has been an established discipline as old as software

development itself. We have seen significant evolution of testing practices

recently, specially driven by Continuous Delivery and DevOps, where testing

is increasingly integrated with agile development and other software

lifecycle practices.

Read the Blog
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